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Inleiding 

 

Engels            

Week 5          BL: 2 - 5 

  

 Leer week 5 se spelwoorde in hul spelboeke. Skryf ook sinne met die woorde 

elke dag.  

 Laat die leerders self probeer om hulle vrae te lees, om hul engelse lees 

vermoë te verbeter.  

 Antwoord elke vraag so volledig as moontlik. Dis belangrik dat die leerders in 

sinne kan antwoord en  

Week 6          BL: 6-8 

  

 Leer week 5 se spelwoorde in hul spelboeke. Skryf ook sinne met die woorde 

elke dag.  

 Laat die leerders self probeer om hulle vrae te lees, om hul engelse lees 

vermoë te verbeter.  

 Antwoord elke vraag so volledig as moontlik. Dis belangrik dat die leerders in 
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English (Week 5)  
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Monday (Week 5) 

1. Answer these questions. 

 a.) Name all the kinds of transport named in the text.  

 b.) How long / big are these vehicles? 

    - the smallest car  -the longest train 

    - the biggest ship  the longest bicycle 

 c.) When was the longest bicycle ridden? 

 d.) When was the fastest plane tested?  

2. Make a summary. Copy and complete the heading and the sentences.  

_____ records.  

The _____ bicycle is _____ long. The smallest car is _____ long and the 

biggest ship is _____ long. The _____ train is 3 kilometers _____.  

 

Tuesday (week 5) 

1. Look at the pictures (On the next page). Write one sentence about each 

picture. You can use some of these words in your sentences: 

 

 

 

 

 

queue  bicycle wait  bus taxi run  

queue  crowded plane  

pilot passenger driver train 

fly car 
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2. Answer these questions.  

 a.) Why is the boy wearing a helmet? 

 b.) Why are two people running behind the taxi? 

 c.) Why is the queue for the bus so long?  

 

Wednesday (Week 5)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Copy the paragraph. Fill in -ing. Remember to use is or are.  

 

The children (walk) are walking to the taxi stop. They (get)_____ on a taxi to the 

city center. In picture 3, they (sit) ______ in a bus to Msheni Village. In picture 4, 

Uncle Ben (fetch) ______ them with a car. Tim (climb) ______ into the car.  

 

 

 

2.) Complete the following: 

 a.) They (sit) are sitting    b.) He (walk) __________ 

 c.) She (talk) __________    d.) We (write) __________ 

 e.) Susan (play) __________   f.) Mother (cook) __________ 

 g.) Children (run) __________   h.) We (fight) __________ 

3.) Now complete each sentence in question 2.  

 Example: a.)  The are sitting on a chair in the classroom.  

Help 
Talk about what people are doing. 

Use is or are, and add -ing to a doing word, to show something is going on 

now.  

Remember, sometimes you have to double the last letter of the word, 

before you add -ing.  

Example: We are standing in the queue. He is running after the taxi.  
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Thursday (week 5)  

1. Use a word from the list to complete each sentence.  

 a.) A ruler is 30cm _____. 

 b.) My dad works _____ than 10km away,  

 c.) There is space for _____ more people. 

  

 e.) Birds _____, just like planes do.  

2. What two words rhyme in each row? Write them down.  

 

 

3. Choose the right word for each picture below.  

 

hole  pole  joke  tree /    poke  rode  leaf  stone   /   home  stem  rope  note 

 

 

 

 

 

long small 

more 

three 

fly 
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Week 6 

Monday (Week 6)   Regular plural nouns 

Hint: Add -s at the end of most nouns to make the plural.  

 For nouns ending in -s, -x, -z, -ch or -sh, add -es at the end.  

   One cat, two cats 

   Ons box, two boxes 

 

 

a.) event -  __________   b.) lunch -  __________ 

c.) marsh -  __________   d.) region - __________ 

e.) eat - __________    f.) peer -  __________ 

g.) apple - __________    h.) fox -  __________ 

i.) head - __________    j.) bus - __________ 

k.) church - __________   l.) dish - __________ 

m.) peach - __________    n.) couch -__________  

2.) Choose 5 words in question 1 and make sentences with them.  

 

Tuesday (Week 6)   Regular plural nouns  

A noun that names only one thing is a singular noun.  

examples: book, dish  

A noun that names more than one thing is a plural noun.  

examples: books, dishes  

Most singular nouns can be made plural by just adding an s to the end. Nouns 

ending in x, z, s, sh and ch form the plural by adding an es to the end.  

Singular: I have a colorful dish.  

Plural: I have lots of colorful dishes.  
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Add an -s or -es at the end of each word to form the plural. 

 1. flower _________________  2. tool _________________ 

 3. box _________________   4. tree _________________ 

5. flash _________________   6. church _________________  

7. lunch _________________   8. apple _________________ 

 9. peach _________________  10. truck _________________  

11. waltz _________________   12. crash _________________  

13. blanket _________________  14. tax _________________ 

15. dog _________________   16. egg _________________ 

17. car _________________   18. beach _________________  

19. wish _________________   20. cloud _________________  

 

Wednesday (Week 6)   Irregular plural nouns 

Hint: You can make most nouns plural by adding ‘s’ or ‘es’, but irregular nouns are 

different. 

     mouse - mice 

 

1.) Write The singular and plural word in the correct columns.  

 

foot   child   ox   woman  

men   women  cacti    people 

tooth   goose   teeth   person   

oxen   die   children  man    

dice   feet   geese   cactus 
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Singular Plural 

foot feet 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Thursday (Week 6)    Using irregular plural nouns 

Rewrite and complete the sentences with the plural form of the word in 

brackets. 

 1) The _____________ run to the park. (child)  

2) Your _____________ have grown; you need new boots. (foot)  

3) Many _____________ will attend the show. (person) 

4) Books go on the _____________. (shelf)  

5) We are having _________ casserole tonight. (tuna)  

 

7) We discussed the success ___________ together. (criterion)  

8) The choir had mainly _________ in it. (man)  

9) Trees lose their ____________ in the fall. (leaf)  

10) I could hear the _____________ howling last night. (wolf) 

 


